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Sovereign Renderlite Finishing Plaster is a high  
impact plaster for use as the final coat on to 
Sovereign Renderlite Renovating Plaster or a 
sand/cement render.

Product Code 
30806773

Description
Renderlite Finishing Plaster cures to form a hard wall 
finish plaster that allows the walls to breathe. 

Form Supplied: Powder

Pack Sizes: 25 kg bag.

Colour Range: Grey, off white

Contains: Lime gypsum, fine aggregate.
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Properties
Sovereign Renderlite Finish Plaster has excellent 
adhesion and impact resistance and resists 
the passage of salts. Once mixed it can be re-
tempered and used for up to 60 minutes therefore, 
minimising waste.

Preparation
Apply on to a suitable prepared background plaster 
such as Sovereign Renderlite, Ready Render or 
ordinary sand: cement plaster. It is not however 
suitable for use on plasterboard.
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 Contains: Calcium hydroxide

 Causes skin irritation

 Causes serious eye damage

 May cause respiratory irritation

 If medical advice is needed, have product 
container or label at hand

 Keep out of reach of children

 Do not breathe dusts or mists

 Wear protective gloves/protective clothing and 
eye/face protection

 Important Disclaimer 
The information given is in good faith based on experience and 

usage, however all recommendations are made without  warranty or 
guarantee, since the conditions of use are beyond our control. All goods 
are sold in accordance with our Conditions  of Sale, copies of which are 
available on request. Customers are advised that product, techniques 
and codes of practice are  under constant review  and changes occur 

without notice. Please ensure you have the latest updated information.
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Add Sovereign Renderlite finish to water and bring 
to a workable consistency. Allow the mix to rest for 5 
minutes and remix adding a small quantity of water 
if necessary. During use Renderlite Finishing Plaster 
may give the appearance of going off. However this 
is not the case and the mix can be reworked with the 
trowel. Renderlite Finishing Plaster will continue to 
thicken and can be reworked for up to 60 minutes 
which should allow plenty of time for the material to 
be used up without waste.

Apply at 1.5 to 3 mm thickness to give a smooth 
surface. Renderlite Finishing Plaster cannot be over 
polished to give a glazed surface. This is because 
polished plaster causes problems when painting or 
tiling onto normal gypsum finishes.

Due to its nature the application of Renderlite 
Finishing Plaster feels different from normal gypsum 
plaster and this must be considered during use.

Once set the plaster will be very hard and creamy 
white in colour.

12.5 m2 per 25 kg bag @ 1 mm thickness 

When the Renderlite system is used after the 
insertion of a DPC then it should be left as long as 
possible before the application of a paint coating, 
wallpapering must be delayed for 6 months. 

If tiles are to be applied then these should be fixed 
directly to the backing coat using one of Sovereigns 
powdered tile adhesives.

Renderlite Finish is not suitable for use on 
plasterboard.

Storage: This product must be stored in a dry 
place, free from moisture contact.  
Do not store in direct contact with  
the ground.

Shelf Life: 6 months in unopened bags.
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